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Recent years have seen a growing debate concerning the
function of the cerebellum. We have proposed that the
cerebellum may be more involved in sensory than
motor function, and have specifically predicted that its
activity should be particularly enhanced during sensory
discrimination tasks. Consistent with this hypothesis we
have previously shown using functional Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging (fMRI) that ‘finger’ regions of the human
cerebellum are more active during tactile discrimination
tasks than during finger movement alone [1]. In this
report we extend our investigation to the auditory sys-
tem using PET. Auditory studies remove the confound
of movement inherent in studies of other sensory sys-
tems, including the somatosensory system. Two previous
PET studies have shown patterns of cerebellar activa-
tions associated to the discrimination of sound intensity
and duration [2,3]. Here we test our hypothesis using a
pitch discrimination task.
Methods
10 healthy subjects were trained to discriminate deviant
tones presented with a slightly higher pitch than a stan-
dard tone, using a Go/No Go paradigm. To ensure that
discrimination was performed at equivalent levels of
performance for each subject, individual psychometric
curves were assessed beforehand using a two-step psy-
choacoustic procedure. The auditory stimuli were har-
monic complexes with a fundamental frequency (f0) and
20 harmonics (3dB/octave roll-off in the spectrum
level), 300 ms duration (rise/fall time = 80 ms), pre-
sented through earphones at a level of 75 dB SPL and
with a 1 sec inter-onset interval. Each subject underwent
an anatomical MRI scan for coregistration purposes, and
12 independent PET scans, 2 during each of 6
conditions: Rest (silent rest, eyes closed); Passive Listen-
ing (attending to the standard tones); Pitch Discrimina-
tion at 4 different performance levels (mentally
detecting deviant tones slightly higher in pitch among
these standard tones). To control for motor-related con-
founds subjects were required to respond covertly. How-
ever, they were required to indicate subjective pitch
discriminability at the end of each scan involving a
Pitch Discrimination condition. Moreover, before and
after a scan involving a PD condition, subjects per-
formed a test-retest Pitch Discrimination run of the
same performance level as that in the corresponding
scan, during which mouse button responses were
acquired.
Results
Conditional contrast analysis of regional cerebral blood
flow (rCBF) data outlined activation during the Passive
Listening condition in both the auditory cortices and
the cerebellum (deep floccular/parafloccular regions,
z = -48, [4]), however, the Pitch Discrimination condi-
tions were associated with significant increases in both
cerebellar activation volumes and magnitudes. Perfor-
mance correlation analysis did not reveal regions in
which rCBF showed a significant linear covariation with
the performance level during the Pitch Discrimination
conditions.
These results are consistent our previous neuroima-
ging findings in the somatosensory domain [1], and
extend to an additional sensory system evidence that the
cerebellum is, in fact, more active during discriminative
than passive sensory conditions. Furthermore, these
results complement our recent psychophysical data
showing a significant pitch discrimination deficit in cer-
ebellar patients [5]. From an anatomical point of view,
these results provide physiological validation of studies * Correspondence: petacchi@uthscsa.edu
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the floccular/parafloccular regions of the cerebellum
[6,7].
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